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Courts
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Producent: GAMES WORKSHOP

Czas wysyłki: 48 godzin

Cena

155,00 PLN

125,00 PLN

Opis produktu

The creatures of the Flesh-eater Courts are touched by a curse that distorts their very perception of reality. While they
believe themselves to be valiant knights and honest soldiers, they are in truth wretched fiends who hunger for the flesh
of their enemies. In the ruins of war-toppled civilisations, ghoulish beings lurk on the border between life and death.
Ruled by bestial vampires, these mordants are trapped in an arcane delusion; they see their foul lairs as majestic
castles, and themselves as pious warriors. With the return of their beloved Carrion King, Ushoran, they have launched a
crusade that sees their contagious insanity spread across the realms like never before.

Battletome: Flesh-eater Courts is the comprehensive guide to collecting and fielding the cannibalistic monstrosities of
the Flesh-eater Courts. It's a feast of grisly background information, ghoulish artwork, and all the rules you’ll need to use
the Flesh-eater Courts in your games of Warhammer Age of Sigmar.

Inside this 88-page hardback book you'll find:
– In-depth background on the Flesh-eater Courts, including the grim legend of their master, Ushoran
– Unsettling artwork that illustrates the depths of the ghoulish delusion, and the bloody truth behind the madness
– 27 warscrolls and pitched battle profiles for the Flesh-eater Courts, from shrieking Morbheg Knights to Ushoran himself
– Rules for four different Grand Courts, plus enhancements, spells, prayers, and battle traits like Feeding Frenzy and
Delusions of Grandeur
– Path to Glory campaign rules that allow your finest nobles to jockey for courtly influence, plus additional rules for use
in narrative play
– Matched play rules, including three grand strategies and six battle tactics unique to the Flesh-eater Courts
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– A stunning photography showcase, including painting guides to help replicate the colour schemes featured within

This battletome contains a one-use code to add the book to your digital library in Warhammer Age of Sigmar: The App.
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